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ABSTRACT

Background: Hereditary angioedema (HAE) is a rare autosomal dominant genetic disease
characterised by acute episodes of non-pruritic skin and submucosal swelling caused by increase
in vascular permeability.

Objective: Here we present the first complex analysis of the National HAE Slovakian cohort with
the detection of 12 previously un-published genetic variants in SERPING1 gene.

Methods: In patients diagnosed with hereditary angioedema caused by deficiency or dysfunction
of C1 inhibitor (C1–INH-HAE) based on clinical manifestation and complement measurements,
SERPING1 gene was tested by DNA sequencing (Sanger sequencing/massive parallel sequencing)
and/or multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification for detection of large rearrangements.

Results: The Slovakian national cohort consisted of 132 living patients with confirmed HAE. We
identified 51 index cases (32 families, 19 sporadic patients/112 adults, 20 children). One hundred
seventeen patients had HAE caused by deficiency of C1 inhibitor (C1–INH-HAE-1) and 15 patients
had HAE caused by dysfunction of C1 inhibitor (C1–INH-HAE-2). The prevalence of HAE in Slovakia
has recently been calculated to 1:41 280 which is higher than average calculated prevalence. The
estimated incidence was 1:1360 000. Molecular-genetic testing of the SERPING1 gene found 22
unique causal variants in 26 index cases, including 12 previously undescribed and unreported.

Conclusion: The first complex report about epidemiology and genetics of the Slovakian national
HAE cohort expands the knowledge of the C1–INH-HAE genetics. Twelve novel causal variants
were present in the half of the index cases. A higher percentage of inframe variants comparing to
other studies was observed. Heterozygous deletion of exon 3 found in a large C1–INH-HAE-1
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family probably causes the dysregulation of the splicing isoforms balance and leads to the
decrease of full-length C1–INH level.

Keywords: Genetic testing, Angioedemas, Hereditary/epidemiology, Hereditary/genetics,

Slovakia, Complement C1 inhibitor protein
SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT

SERPING1 gene is prone to mutation-inducing
activity and origin of new variants that cause C1–
INH-HAE. Our study focuses on the epidemiology
and genetics of C1–INH-HAE in Slovakia.We report
novel variants which can be included in clinical and
research databases and used for evaluation of
genotype-phenotype correlation of patients,
especially in inframe variants. Exon 3 deletion in
large hereditary angiodema (HAE) family with se-
vere course of disease can be used for studying
the splicing isoforms balance importance for full-
length protein level.
INTRODUCTION

Hereditary angioedema (HAE, OMIM 106100) is
a rare autosomal dominant genetic disease char-
acterised by acute episodes of non-pruritic skin
and submucosal swelling caused by the transient
increase in vascular permeability. HAE can be
caused by deficiency or dysfunction of C1 inhibitor
(C1–INH-HAE-1 and C1–INH-HAE-2, respectively)
due to genetic defects in SERPING1 gene.1 The
prevalence of C1–INH-HAE varies from 1:50 000
to 1:100 000.2

C1 inhibitor (C1–INH), protease inhibitor, belongs
to serpins and is responsible for the inhibition of the
complement system.3 In the state of C1–INH
dysfunction, the kallikrein-kinin system is over-
activatedandproduces largeamountsofbradykinin,
which by binding to bradykinin B2 receptors in-
creases the vascular permeability.4 C1–INH is
encoded by SERPING1, and defects in this gene
may lead to misfolded or truncated C1–INH, or to
mRNA degradation by nonsense-mediated decay
(NMD) preventing forming protein at all. Hap-
loinsufficiency is a common feature in C1–INH-HAE,
and, additionally, a variant product inactivates the
wild-type allele in a dominant-negative manner.5
According to Drouet et al, 809 pathogenic or likely
pathogenic variants were identified in SERPING1
gene that affect 1494 families.5 5.6% of causal
variants originate de novo. Missense variants
account for 32.2% of all variants and small
deletions/duplications/insertions with subsequent
frameshift for 36.2%.5 C1–INH-HAE-2 occurs due to
missense variants in exon 8 of the SERPING1 gene
which affect the reactive loop (active site of the
molecule) and reduces the inhibitory effect of C1–
INH on target proteins.1 In the study of Czech
National HAE cohort (neighbouring country of
Slovakia), missense variants carried 35.3% of
probands, splicing variants 22.4%, frameshift
variants 18.8%, gross deletions 16.5%, and
nonsense variants 4.7%. Causative or probably
causative variants were detected in 206 out of 207
(56 unique pathogenic or likely pathogenic
sequence variants were found).6 In the study of
Hungarian HAE patients (neighbouring country of
Slovakia), missense variants were found in 30.1%,
large deletions or duplications in 20.6%, frameshift
variants in 19.1%, nonsense variants in 17.6%, and
splicing variants in 11.8% of the index cases.7

According to the actual valid diagnostic criteria,
the genetic confirmation in SERPING1 is not
necessary for the final estimation of C1–INH-HAE
diagnosis. However, the genetic analysis could
significantly contribute to the diagnosis confirma-
tion, especially in unclear or conflicting clinical and
laboratory results.8

HAE has been found to be caused by different
mechanisms due to deficiency in other genes—
factor XII (F12),9 angiopoietin-1 (ANGPT1),10

plasminogen (PLG),11 kininogen (KNG1),12

myoferlin (MYOF),13 and heparan sulfate-
glucosamine 3-O-sulfotransferase 6 (HS3ST6)14—
in small amounts of patients (13.2%),5 with
normal concentration and function of C1–INH
(HAE with normal C1–INH).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.waojou.2024.100885
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METHODS

Patients were recruited from a national survey of
HAE in Slovak Republic with the diagnosis C1–INH-
HAE. Most of the patients are followed by National
Centre for Hereditary Angioedema in University
Teaching Hospital in Martin (Slovakia) and were
referred after national online survey by general
practitioners, immunologists, dermatologists, or
individuals who directly contacted the centre for
evaluation, treatment, and genetic testing. Diag-
nosis of C1–INH-HAE was established according to
international consensus guidelines, based on clin-
ical symptoms and serum levels of functional and
antigenic C1–INH.8 Patients were diagnosed as
C1–INH-HAE-1 when functional and antigenic C1–
INH were�50% of normal values. Patients were
classified as C1–INH-HAE-2 when functional C1–
INH was�50% and antigenic C1–INH was>50%
of normal values. Informed written consent to
mutational analysis from all patients was archived.

Genomic DNA for genetic testing was extracted
from EDTA-anticoagulated whole blood.
Sequencing of the coding region (exons 2–8) and
exon-intron boundaries of SERPING1
(NM_000062.3) was performed using standard
Sanger sequencing protocols or massive parallel
sequencing (MPS) with a minimum of 20x depth of
coverage, Clinical Exome Solution Kit, Sophia Ge-
netics (Illumina NextSeq 550, San Diego, California,
USA) with in silico Copy Number Variation analysis.
Data were analyzed using Sophia DDM analysis
software. Sanger sequencing analysis was used for
confirmation of identified variants after MPS. Primer
sequences and polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
conditions are available on request. Multiplex
ligand-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) was
performed after the negative result of sequencing
using SALSA MLPA P243 SERPING1 Kit (MRC
Holland, The Netherlands) in order to search for
large deletions or duplications. When the disease-
causing variant of the family was identified, DNAs
from family members were investigated by direct
sequencing of the region (exon) carrying the variant
or by MLPA as relevant. Identified variants nomen-
clature follows Human Genomic Variation Society
(HGVS) recommendations.15 Coding DNA
nucleotide numbering and protein sequence
numbering were compared to GenBank reference
sequence NM_000062.3 and NP_000053.2.
Interpretation of identified variants was based on
the criteria established by the American College of
Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG)16 using
Varsome database,17 InterVar tool18 and Uniprot
database.19
RESULTS

The Slovakian national C1–INH-HAE cohort
consisted of 132 living patients (56 males and 76
females) with confirmed HAE. We identified 51
index cases (32 families and 19 sporadic patients/
112 adults and 20 children). Among these, 117
patients were clinically, and laboratory confirmed
to have C1–INH-HAE-1, while 15 patients had C1–
INH-HAE-2. Deceased patients (n ¼ 21) were
excluded from the study, with 2 of them experi-
encing complications of HAE leading to death
(laryngeal oedema). Fifteen patients died due to
asphyxia before the clinical diagnosis of HAE.
None of the patients died during the follow-up by
National Centre for Hereditary Angioedema in
University Teaching Hospital in Martin.

Molecular-genetic testing of the SERPING1 gene
found 22 unique causal variants in 26 index cases,
including12previously undescribed variants.Novel
causal variants were present in 50% of index cases
(n ¼ 13) from our cohort and represent 54.6% of
identified variants. In 44patients,molecular-genetic
testing was not performed due to their low
compliance with the care and clinical management.
We identified causal variants in 72 patients from 88
patients tested (81.8%). Patients with negative
family history represented 30.1% of index cases. All
variants were detected in a heterozygous state.

Both frameshift and missense variants were the
most common in index cases (both n ¼ 9, 34.6%),
followed by gross deletions (n ¼ 3, 11.5%) (Fig. 1).
All frameshift variants led to incorporation of
termination codon. We did not find any typical
nonsense variants. From the other point of view,
small deletions/duplications were present in
46.1% of cases.

Exon 8 was affected in one-third of all cases
(n ¼ 9, 34.6%). Exons 3 and 7 were the second
most affected (n ¼ 6, 23.1%) (Fig. 2). The
localization of the variants identified in Slovakian
HAE patients on SERPING1 gene is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 1 presents the identified variants in
SERPING1 gene within the Slovakian HAE cohort



Fig. 1 Distribution of causal variants in SERPING1 gene according to the variant type. Frameshift and missense variants were the most
common in index cases, followed by gross deletions. All frameshift variants led to incorporation of termination codon. We didn’t find any
typical nonsense variants

Fig. 2 Distribution of causal variants of SERPING1 gene according to affected exons. Exon 8 was affected in one-third of all cases.
Exons 3 and 7 were the second most affected, followed by exon 6 and intronic variants
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and Fig. 4 displays pedigrees of large HAE families
with specific variant in SERPING1 gene. Three
variants were associated with C1–INH-HAE-2
(c.1396C > T, c.1397G > A, c.1397G > T). We
identified 10 variants (in 13 index cases) that are
already known in literature (c.143_144del,
c.503C > A, c.1220del, c.1396C > T, c.1397G > A,
c.1397G > T, c.51þ3A > G, c.1249þ1G > T, exon
8 deletion, whole gene deletion).

Whole gene deletion was associated with a se-
vere course of disease. The patients had early

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.waojou.2024.100885


Fig. 3 Localization of variants identified in Slovakian HAE patients on SERPING1 gene. The upper part of the figure shows exons
(colourful boxes) and introns (white boxes) of the SERPING1 gene with marked variants identified in our cohort; the lower part represents
equivalent domains of the C1 inhibitor protein; UTR – untranslated region
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onset of symptoms (from 1 to 5 years of age),
developed from eight to 27 attacks per year with
angioedemas of larynx.

On the other hand, missense variants
c.1397G > A and c.1397G > T caused a milder
course of disease (from 1 to 2 attacks per year)
without laryngeal oedemas and the onset of
symptoms between 3 to 21 years of age.

We report novel gross deletion (exon 3 dele-
tion) in a large family with C1–INH-HAE-1 which is
evaluated as a pathogenic according to ACMG
criteria (PVS1, PM2, PP1, PP4). Patients in this
family had early onset of symptoms (from 2 to 8
years of age), severe course of disease (10–25 at-
tacks per year) with angioedemas of extremities,
face, larynx, and abdominal symptoms.

Five of the novel variants introduce premature
stop codons by creating frameshifts due to multi-
ple nucleotide deletion (c.82_95del), single
nucleotide deletions (c.954del, c.1038del,
c.1127del c.1127del), or a single nucleotide
duplication (c.1331dup). These variants are pre-
dicted to lead to degradation by nonsense medi-
ated mRNA decay (NMD) leaving no transcripts for
protein production.

Two novel variants are classified as inframe de-
letions (c.1371_1373del, c.1073_1081del) and 1
novel variant as inframe duplication
(c.1189_1191dup). Co-segregation with disease in
multiple affected family members were observed in
all 3 variants. These variants are evaluated as likely
pathogenic according to ACMG criteria (PM1, PM2,
PM4, PP1, PP4).

Inframe duplication (c.1189_1191dup) caused
onset of symptoms in early adulthood (from 17 to
20 years of age) and severe course of disease (20–
30 attacks per year) with abdominal, orofacial, and
laryngeal oedemas.

We report 3 novel missense variants. Novel
missense variant c.1346T > A (p.Leu449Gln) was
found in a large family with clinical diagnosis of
C1–INH-HAE-1 (Fig. 4). Patients had an onset of
symptoms between 2 to 26 years of age; male
patient had only 1 attack per year, female
patients from 20 to 51 attacks per year (the
highest number in the whole cohort). Two other
pathogenic missense variants at this nucleotide
position were already reported: c.1346T > C22,26

and c.1346T > G.22,26,41,48 The amino acid
(p.Leu449) is a part of the serpin domain (Fig. 3)
and forms beta strand (breach region of the
protein) assuming structural damage of the
SERPING1 protein by amino acid change due to
these missense variants. Leucine which has
hydrophobic side chain is changed to glutamine
with polar uncharged side chain due to
c.1346T > A. Variant is evaluated as a likely
pathogenic according to ACMG criteria (PM1,
PM2, PP1, PP3, PP4). We evaluate this variant as
causal considering segregation analysis in
affected family, ACMG criteria, the presence of 2



Index
cases Exon cDNA numbering

（NM_000062.3） Effect on protein Variant
type

ACMG
evaluation CADD References Related patients

Type
of

HAE

1 3 c.82_95del p.Ser28GlyfsTer25 Frameshift pathogenic not
published

C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 3 c.143_144del p.Thr48SerfsTer9 Frameshift pathogenic 20–24 2 (father - without
genetic

confirmation,
daughter)

C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 3 c.416A > G p.Glu139Gly Missense likely
pathogenic

17.6 not
published

C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 3 c.503C > A p.Ala168Asp Missense likely
pathogenic

22.6 7,25–27 7 (Fig. 4) C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 3 c.517A > C p.Ser173Arg Missense likely
pathogenic

25.8 not
published

3 (father, son,
daughter)

C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 3 Exon 3 deletion Gross
deletion

pathogenic not
published

6 (Fig. 4) C1–
INH-
HAE-1

2 6 c.954del p.Val319LeufsTer2 Frameshift pathogenic not
published

4 (Fig. 4),
2 (mother,
daughter)

C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 7 c.1038del p.Gln346HisfsTer8 Frameshift pathogenic not
published

4 (Fig. 4) C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 7 c.1073_1081del p.Leu358_Pro360del Inframe
deletion

likely
pathogenic

not
published

5 (Fig. 4) C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 7 c.1127del p.Pro376LeufsTer21 Frameshift pathogenic not
published

C1–
INH-
HAE-1
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1 7 c.1189_1191dup p.Thr397dup Inframe
duplication

likely
pathogenic

not
published

3 (mother, son,
daughter)

C1–
INH-
HAE-1

2 7 c.1220del p.Gln407ArgfsTer24 Frameshift pathogenic 28 5 (Fig. 4),
3 (Fig. 4)

C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 8 c.1331dup p.Thr445AspfsTer28 Frameshift pathogenic not
published

C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 8 c.1346T > A p.Leu449Gln Missense likely
pathogenic

27.6 not
published

4 (Fig. 4) C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 8 c.1371_1373del p.Ala459del Inframe
deletion

pathogenic not
published *

4 (Fig. 4) C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 8 c.1396C > T p.Arg466Cys Missense pathogenic 25.4 7,26,28–
32,36–39

6 (Fig. 4) C1–
INH-
HAE-2

3 8 c.1397G > A p.Arg466His Missense pathogenic 24.0 20,23,26,29–
31,39–41

2 (father, son) C1–
INH-
HAE-2

1 8 c.1397G > T p.Arg466Leu Missense pathogenic 23.8 4,24,33–
37,40,42

3 (father, 2
daughters)

C1–
INH-
HAE-2

1 8 Exon 8 deletion Gross
deletion

pathogenic 28,41 2 (father, son) C1–
INH-
HAE-1

1 1–8 Exon 1–8 (whole
gene) deletion

Gross
deletion

pathogenic 43 C1–
INH-
HAE-1
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missense pathogenic variants at the same
nucleotide position, and amino acid change that
probably affect protein function.

Novel missense variant c.416A > G was found in
sporadic female patient with the diagnosis of C1–
INH-HAE-1. The patient has been symptomatic
from 32 years of age (her current age is 44 years).
She experienced abdominal symptoms (abdom-
inal pain, diarrhoea) with the frequency of 2 attacks
per year and showed low (nearly zero) C1–INH
concentration and its function. It codes amino acid
with polar uncharged side chain p.Glu139. This
amino acid is a part of the serpin domain (Fig. 3)
and forms one of the helical structures. Variant is
evaluated as a likely pathogenic according to
ACMG criteria (PM1, PM2, PM6, PP4). We
suppose the change to neutral and compact
amino acid glycine affects the protein structure.
We evaluate variant c.416A > G as causal
considering ACMG criteria and amino acid
change that probably affect protein function due
to defect forming of the helical structure.

Novel missense variant c.517A > C was found in
a family with the clinical diagnosis of C1–INH-HAE-
1 (Fig. 4). It codes the amino acid p.Ser173Arg
which is a part of the serpin domain (Fig. 3) and
forms the helical structure. LOVD and Clinvar
databases contain variant c.518G > A, which is
located in the same codon as c.517A > C, causes
protein change p.Ser173Asn and is not
considered to affect protein function (VUS). Serin
and asparagine both have polar uncharged side
chain. On the other side, arginine is amino acid
with positive electrically charged side chain.
Variant is evaluated as a likely pathogenic
according to ACMG criteria (PM1, PM2, PP1, PP3,
PP4). We evaluate variant c.517A > C as causal
considering segregation analysis in affected
family and amino acid change that probably
affect protein function due to defect forming of
the helical structure.

We identified 2 variants (c.1397G > A,
c.5C > T) in 1 patient with C1–INH-HAE-1. Variant
c.5C > T, pAla2Val39,49 is classified as a variant of
uncertain significance according the ACMG
criteria (high allele frequency in European [non-
Finnish] population 0.00127 and South Asian
population 0.00358; ClinVar interpretation: 3x
likely benign, 1x uncertain significance). We also

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.waojou.2024.100885


Fig. 4 Pedigrees of large HAE families with specific causal variant in SERPING1 gene HAE-affected family members carrying the causal
variant are shown in black and healthy individuals are depicted by a blank symbol. Deceased family members are shown with a sloping line
through the symbol. Divorce is shown as horizontal line connecting 2 symbols with 2 diagonal hash marks. Individuals with only clinical
symptoms indicating HAE who were not genetically tested are marked by asterisk (*). Variant c.1220del was found in 2 large families which
are divided and marked as 1) and 2).
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identified a pathogenic variant c.1397G > A that
fully explained the clinical manifestation.
Although segregation analysis of c.5C > T in the
family was not possible, we suppose this variant
having no impact on clinical and laboratory
manifestation in our patient (variant was not
integrated in Table 1).
DISCUSSION

The Slovakian national cohort consisted of 132
living patients with confirmedHAE.We identified 51
index cases (32 families and 19 sporadic patients).
One hundred seventeen patients had clinically and
laboratory confirmedC1–INH-HAE-1and15patients
C1–INH-HAE-2. The prevalence of C1–INH-HAE in
the Slovak Republic according to this study is
currently 1:41 280 and the incidence 1:1 360 000
(total population: 5 449 270 according to the 2021
population census). The prevalence is higher in
comparison to data from other European countries:
Sweden – 1:66 000,50 Italy – 1:65 000,51 Denmark –

1:70 900,20 Greece �1:90 000,52 Spain –

1:91 700,53 the Czech Republic – 1:52 307,6 and
higher than average calculated prevalence
1:50 000.2

Two patients from our cohort died due to
complications of HAE (laryngeal oedema). Both
patients had low compliance with care and clinical
management. In consulting family history with the
patients from our cohort, we found 15 family
members experiencing asphyxia leading to death
before the clinical diagnosis of HAE.These patients
had clinical manifestations of HAE (tissue swelling,
oedema). We consider these events as complica-
tions of HAE (laryngeal oedema).

Variation type distribution in our cohort is
different compared to neighbouring countries.6,7

We found a higher proportion of frameshift and
inframe variants. Proportion of missense variants
and gross deletions is similar to distribution
according to the LOVD database.5 We found a
lower proportion of splicing variants (7.7%). We
assume that examination with RNA-based
approach could help with identifying a causal
splicing variant in a part of molecular-undiagnosed
cases (16 HAE patients) from our cohort.
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A largeHAE familywith exon3deletion is another
interesting case to discuss. Exon 3 is involved in the
formation of all 3 SERPING1 domains (Fig. 3).
SERPING1 is a naturally alternatively spliced gene.
Exon 3 skipping in hepatic cells and monocytes of
healthy humans was already reported in the
literature with presence in approximately one-third
of all transcripts.45,54 The proportion of full-length
and exon 3 skipped splicing isoforms has prob-
ably impact on the overall C1–INH level.54 We
suppose that this variant identified in our cohort
causes the dysregulation of the splicing isoforms
balance which leads to the decrease of full-length
protein level and the development of severe
course of the disease.

Variants that cause premature introduction of a
stop codon or NMD and gross deletions are
assumed pathogenic and causal for developing
HAE. In our cohort, these variants were present in
53.8% of cases. Determination of causality in
missense variants is more problematic. The posi-
tion of the variant is an important criterion. Modi-
fication of the peptide sequence within the serpin
domain has a great impact on C1–INH dysfunc-
tion.5 Interestingly, 3 out of 4 missense variants
causing C1–INH-HAE-1 detected in our cohort
were novel. All our novel missense variants are
rated as likely pathogenic according to ACMG
criteria considering family history and
segregation analysis.

A similar situation of problematic causality deter-
mination is characteristic for inframe variants. Our
cohort has higher percentage of inframe variants
(11,5%) comparing to other studies.5–7

Interpretation is challenging due to limitations of
in-silico prediction tools and evaluation of impact
on protein structure. All our novel inframe variants
are rated as likely pathogenic according to ACMG
criteria considering family history and segregation
analysis.
CONCLUSIONS

Mutational heterogeneity of SERPING1 gene
with high proportion of de novo variants was
observed in many countries as well as in the Slovak
Republic. Twenty-two unique causal variants
including 12 previously undescribed expands the
knowledge of the C1–INH-HAE genetics. Novel
variants were present in the half of the index cases.
A higher percentage of inframe variants
comparing to other studies was observed. Three
out of 4 missense variants causing C1–INH-HAE-1
detected in our cohort were novel. We report as
first the heterozygous deletion of exon 3 in a large
C1–INH-HAE-1 family with severe disease course
which probably causes the dysregulation of the
splicing isoforms balance and leads to the
decrease of full-length C1–INH level. The identifi-
cation of 12 previously unreported variants in
SERPING1 gene could contribute to the current
genetic databases and enlarge the understanding
of the genetic background of C1–INH-HAE and
help in the diagnostic approach in the patients
with suspected HAE.
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